Here v = IXI, the number of points; t + 1 is the number of lines on each point; and t2 + 1 is the number of common neighbours of two points at distance 2 (this need not be constant). The columns headed 'NPdim' and 'Udim' give the near-polygon embedding dimension and the universal embedding dimension.
(The near-polygon embedding dimension of a near 2n-gon with lines of size 3 is the 2-rank of the 0-1 matrix A n with (A n)xy = I when x and y have distance n. The universal embedding dimension is v minus the 2-rank of the point-line incidence matrix. See also Ronan [16] .) A near polygon is called regular when its collinearity graph is distanceregular. Shult and Yanushka [20] classified the finite regular near hexagons with lines of size 3, and found that these either are generalized hexagons, or must have parameters as in (i)-(iii), (viii) or (xi). Moreover, they showed that there are unique examples with parameters (iii), (viii) and (xi). Uniqueness of the remaining two finite regular near hexagons was shown in Brouwer [2] , [3] (they are obtained from the Steiner system S (5, 8, 24) and from the extended ternary Golay code). The near hexagon (iv) on 567 vertices was first described in Aschbacher [1] ; see also Kantor [14] .
Given a collection (Xi, Li)(i s I) of near polygons, we can form their direct product (cf. [8] ) with point set X = H~X i and as lines all subsets of X projecting to a single point in Xi for all i # io and projecting in X~o onto an element of L~o (for some i 0 ~ I). Thus, the unique generalized quadrangle of order (s, 1) is the direct product of two lines of size s + 1. Examples (vii), (x) and (xi) are direct products of a quad and a line (so that (xi) is the direct product of three lines).
In the above theorem it is really necessary to require 'with quads'. On the one hand, even for generalized hexagons with lines of size 3 it is a famous open problem whether there can be any infinite examples. On the other hand, many 'degenerate' examples can be obtained by pasting together some lines and quads.
[Maybe a reasonable definition of 'degenerate' in this context is: becoming disconnected by the removal of a proper subspace. When (X~, L~)(i = 1, 2) are two near polygons meeting in a common proper subspace that is classical in both (cf. below), then (X 1 w X2, L a w L2) is again a near polygon, and is degenerate in the above sense. In particular this holds when Xa c~ X2 is a point or a line. This construction can be extended to arbitrary families of near polygons. ] We shall talk about n-thinos, meaning things of cardinality n (as in n-sets, ncliques, n-lines, n-quads, etc.).
F I S C H E R SPACES
A Fischer space is a linear space (E, L) such that (i) all lines have size 2 or 3, and (ii) for any point x the map o-x: E ~ E fixing x and all lines through x and interchanging the two points distinct from x on a line of size 3 through x is an automorphism.
One can show that axa r has order 2 or 3 whenever the line x y has size 2 or 3 (respectively). Alternatively, one may define Fischer spaces as partial linear spaces (E, M) such that all lines have size 3, and such that any two intersecting lines determine a subspace isomorphic either to the unique Fischer space F 6 with six points and four 3-lines, or to the affine plane AG(2, 3) with nine points and twelve 3-lines. The connected components of a Fischer space are the connected components of the collinearity graph of this partial linear space. For more details on Fischer spaces, see Buekenhout [9] . In the following two sections we show how to obtain near polygons from Fischer spaces, and conversely Fischer spaces from near polygons.
N E A R POLYGONS FROM FISCHER SUBSPACES OF POLAR SPACES
Let (X, L) be a polar space of rank at least 2. For x ~ X we write x ± for the set of all points collinear with x. If we let X* be the set of maximal totally isotropic subspaces and L* the set of subspaces of eodimension 1 of the elements of X*, then (X*,L*) (with containment as incidence) is a near polygon ('dual polar space').
Let A _ X and define a* = {MeX*IaeM} for aEX and A* = U,~Aa*. The set A* has a graph structure induced by the collinearity graph of (X*, L*).
3.1. LEMMA. A* preserves distances, that is, two points of A* have the same distance in A* as in X*.
Proof Let M, N e A*. If for some a e A we have M, N e a*, then (since a* is a geodetically closed subspace of X*) all geodesics (shortest paths) of X* between M and N lie already in A*. Otherwise, choose aeA n M and let K = (a,a±n N), the smallest subspace containing a and a'n N. Then K ~ a* and K is adjacent to N, so that there is a geodesic in X* from M to N over K, and this geodesic is in A*.
[] If A* is a subspace of X* (i.e. if A* contains all elements of X* on an element of L* as soon as it contains two of them), then A* is itself a near polygon. Easy examples of sets A satisfying this condition are the intersections with X of subspaces of the projective space in which (X, L) is embedded, or arbitrary subsets of a totally isotropic subspace. Note that the resulting near polygons do not necessarily have quads.
As a special case, if (X, L) is the Sp(2d, 2) or U(2d, 22) polar space, then X carries in a natural way the structure of a Fischer space (with the hyperbolic lines as lines of size 3, and the orthogonal pairs as lines of size 2) and we find near polygons A* for each Fischer subspace A of the Fischer space on X. In particular, Fischer subspaces of size 3 (a hyperbolic line), 18 (two orthogonal nondegenerate planes), 45 (points of weight 2 for the standard form (x, y) = E xly~) and 126 of U(6,22) yield near hexagons on 81,243, 405 and 567 points, respectively. (For a discussion of the last case, cf. Kantor [13, p. 500] .) Similarly, Fischer subspaces of size 3 (a hyperbolic line) and 28 (the complement of a hyperbolic quadric) in Sp(6, 2) yield near hexagons on 45 and 105 points. Thus, we find the examples 0v)-(vii) and (ix)-(x) of the theorem.
More generally, the complement of a hyperbolic quadric in Sp(2d, 2) yields a near 2d-gon with quads (the quads being of types GQ(2, 1) and GQ(2, 2)) and with t + 1 = 2 a -2 lines on each point. An equivalent description of this near polygon is obtained by fixing a hyperbolic hyperplane H in O(2d + 1, 2) and then taking the subspace of the corresponding dual polar space on the maximal totally singular subspaces not contained in H.
Note that all near polygons found in the conclusion of our theorem are subspaces of the U(6, 22) dual polar space, except for the examples (i) and (ii) associated with the Mathieu groups. Indeed, the Sp(6, 2) dual polar space is a subspace of the U(6, 22) dual polar space, and example (xi) is obtained as the collection of all 27 maximal totally isotropic subspaces meeting each of three mutually orthogonal hyperbolic lines. by taking as /-objects of our geometry the (n -/)-cliques in F(i = 0, 2, 3,..., n -1). We call 0-objects points and 2-objects lines. We shall show that the points and lines are the points and lines of a near polygon.
L E M M A . Let x and y be two points. The distance d(x, y) of x and y in the collinearity graph on the points is n -m, where m is the number of connected components of x u y regarded as a 2-factor of the complete graph Kzn.
Proof Points are n-cliques in the graph T(2n), i.e. are partitions of a 2n-set into pairs, i.e. are complete matchings of the complete graph K2,. The union of two such matchings is a bipartite graph of valency 2 on 2n vertices and hence a union of 2k-circuits (here k = 1 is allowed). The claim of the lemma is that each such component contributes k -1 to the distance d(x, y). The proof is by induction on d(x, y): If d(x, y) = 0 then our claim is true. Otherwise, let z be a neighbour of y such that d(x, z) = d(x, y) -1. By induction we know that x w z has precisely n -d(x, z) components, and since y and z are collinear they have n -2 pairs in common, so that y is obtained from z by replacing two pairs by two other pairs, covering the same four points. Clearly this can change the number of components by at most 1 so that x w y has at least n -d(x, y) components. But conversely, we have d(x, y) <~ n -m since given a 2k-circuit . . . . p ~ q ,-~ r ~ s . . . . with pq and rs in y and qr in x, we can find a neighbour z of y containing ps and qr, so that x ~ z has one more component than x u y.
[]
P R O P O S I
Proof Given a line L (i.e. a partial matching consisting of n -2 edges) and a point x (i.e. a complete matching), consider x u L. This is a graph consisting of a number of closed circuits and two paths beginning and ending in a point not covered by L. There is a unique way of completing these two paths to two circuits, so there is a unique point on L closest to x. The diameter follows from the above lemma: d(x, y) is maximal (and equals n -1) when x w y is connected, a 2n-circuit.
[] This near polygon (let us call it H , _ 1) has three points on each line, (2) lines on each point, and the/-objects are geodetically closed sub near 2(i -1)-gons (i = 2, 3 ..... n -1). In particular, the 3-objects are generalized quadrangles of order 2. Not any two lines on a point determine a unique 3-object, but they do determine a unique quad: they determine a GQ(2, 2) quad whenever they have n -3 pairs in common, and a GQ(2, 1) quad (the direct product of two lines) otherwise. More generally, every two points x, y at distance j determine a unique geodetically closed sub 2j-gon H(x, y); if x w y is the union Ui C2ki of 2k~-circuits, then H(x, y) is the direct product l-Ii Hk,_ 1 of sub near 2(ki -1)-gons Hk,-1 which are k~-objects of the geometry (where 1-objects are identified with 0-objects). The full geometry (with geodetically closed sub 2j-gons as objects (j = 0, 1,..., n -2)) has Buekenhout-Tits diagram
The derived geometry at a point is the geometry of subsets of an n-set.
For n = 4 we find example (ix) from the theorem again. The near polygon H , _ 1 has a distance-preserving embedding in the S p ( 2 n -2,2) dual polar space. [Indeed, consider the Sp(2n, 2) polar space defined on the vector space V over D: 2 with basis {e~[ 1 ~< i ~< 2n) by the symplectic form (x, y) = y2~= 1 xl Yi for x = E xie i and y = Z yiei . Let e := Z e i and let ~b: F ~ V map the pair { i , j } to the weight two vector e~ + ej. Then ~b determines a map q~ from the set of objects of the above geometry into the set of totally isotropic subspaces of the Sp(2n -2, 2) polar space on W = e±/(e) (with the form inherited from V), sending the clique C to (e, c~(z)]z e C ) / ( e ) . One checks immediately that ~S is a distance-preserving embedding of H n_ 1 into the Sp(2n -2, 2) dual polar space on W. For n ~< 3 this embedding is onto, i.e. an isomorphism. For n = 4 the image o f H 3 in the Sp(6, 2) dual polar space consists of the 105 totally isotropic but not totally singular planes, for the quadratic form Q(x) = ½ wt(x).] and the group PO6(3) has an outer automorphism interchanging N and N', yielding a polarity of this geometry. (For more details, see Kantor [14] .) The 27-quads are big quads, and the corresponding Fischer space is the linear space induced on N by the lines of PG(5, 3): the elliptic lines become 2-lines and the tangents become 3-lines.
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CLASSIFICATION
Let (X, L) be a near hexagon with lines of size 3 and such that any two points at distance 2 have at least two common neighbours. Then, by Yanushka's lemma, any two points at distance 2, or any two intersecting lines, determine a unique quad, necessarily one of GQ(2, 1), GQ(2, 2) and GQ(2, 4) (Seidel [17] , Cameron [10] ).
Finiteness
Our first concern is proving that (X, L) is finite. By Lemma 19 of [8] we find that each point is on the same number t + 1 of lines, and since the collinearity graph F of (X, L) has finite diameter and lines have finite size, finiteness of X is equivalent to finiteness of t + 1. Now if t + 1 is infinite, it follows that F3(x ) has infinite diameter: starting from y we can walk away, and after an odd number of steps all but a finite number of coordinates will have changed, while after an even number of steps all but a finite number of coordinates will be the same again; now while walking in F3(x) we can make the size of this finite exceptional set increase on each step, but after finitely many (say s) steps our exceptional set has size bounded by 5s, so that our walk brings us arbitrarily far away from y in Fa(x).
On the other hand, Fa(x ) has finite diameter: Let y, z ~ F3(x ). If d(y, z) = 2 in F, then consider the quad Q = (y, z). Now Q n Fa(x ) is either Q with an ovoid removed, or Q with all lines on a fixed point removed, and in any case is connected of diameter at most 3. Thus y and z have at most distance 3 in F3(x ). And if d(y, z) = 3, then let M be a line on y, and w ~ M, d(w, z) = 2. Now (w, z) c~ F3(x ) contains a common neighbour of w and z, so that y and z have at most distance 4 in F3(x ).
It follows that t + 1 is finite.
Local Spaces and Quads
Let (X, L) be a near hexagon with quads, and let x ~ X. The collection of lines and quads on x forms the collection of Points and Lines of a linear space, called the local space L x. Since a big quad never meets another quad in a single point, it follows that the Line corresponding to a big quad in Lx meets all other Lines in that local space. Suppose that Q is a quad and that FE(Q) contains a point x. By [20, Prop. 2.6], the set O~ = Q ¢~ F2(x ) is an ovoid in Q. On the other hand, GQ(2, 4) does not have ovoids (e.g. because no GQ(s, s 2) has ovoids, cf. Payne and Thas [-15, 1.
8.3]). This shows (1) Every quad of type GQ(2,4) is big.
If Fz(Q) contains a line L, then we find a partition of Q into ovoids O~ for x e L. On the other hand, GQ(2, 2) does not possess partitions into ovoids (it has six ovoids, and any two of them meet in a point). Thus:
(2) For a quad Q of type GQ(2, 2) the set F/(Q) does not contain lines.
(That is, Q u FI(Q) is a geometric hyperplane.) (3) If(X, L) has a quad of type GQ(2, 2) that is not big, then 10 ~< t + 1 ~< 15.
[-Indeed, let x ~ F2(Q), where Q is a GQ(2, 2). Then each of the t + 1 lines on x lies in precisely one of the five quads (x, z) spanned by x and a point z e O~. [Indeed, let Q be a quad of type GQ(2, t2). Counting the neighbours of all points of Q we find v >~ q + 2q(t -t2) with equality when Q is big.]
LEMMA. If (X,L) contains a quad Q of type GQ(2, tz), then t >~ t2 + 1, with equality if and only if(X, L) is the direct product of Q with a line, i.e. if and only if we are in case (vii) or (x) or (xi) of the theorem.
Proof Since X is connected and has diameter 3, some point of Q is on a line not contained in Q, so that t >/t 2 + 1. In case of equality, Lemma 4.5 tells us that we have a direct product.
LEMMA. Suppose that (X, L) has a big quad Q of type GQ(2, t2). If no larger quads occur, then t + 1 <<. t 2 + t2 + 1, with equality if and only if(X, L) is a classical dual polar space, i.e. if and only if we are in case (iii) or (viii) or (xi).
Proof Let L be a line meeting Q in a point z and choose x E L\{z}. The t lines on x distinct from L lie in the tz + 1 quads on L, and each quad contributes at most t 2 to the total number of lines. In case of equality, all quads meeting a big quad are again big (by (4)), and we have a regular near hexagon, i.e. case (iii) or (viii) or (xi) (by Shult and Yanushka's classification).
[] Now the classification will proceed as follows. Shult and Yanushka did the regular case, so we may assume that quads of different types occur. The three main cases are: (i) a 27-quad occurs (necessarily as a big quad); (ii) a 15-quad occurs as a big quad; and (iii) a 15-quad occurs as a non-big quad. We start with case (ii).
Big 15-Quads
Suppose that (X, L) has no 27-quads, but does have a big 15-quad. By the above we may assume that t + 1 e {5, 6}. [-12]), this can be nothing but (8) , the Fischer space of the transpositions in Sym (8) . Having identified the big quads with pairs from an 8-set such that intersecting quads correspond to disjoint pairs, we see that each point corresponds to a complete matching, and since there are as many points as complete matchings, each matching occurs. This identifies the near hexagon as the H3 of Section 5, and we have case (ix) of the theorem.
Big 27-Quads
Now suppose that (X, L) has at least one 27-quad. We may assume that 6 ~< t ~< 19, and we have v = 27(2t -7). Suppose t + 1 ~>12. If L x contains a 5-Line, then each Point outside is on at least (t -10)/2 5-Lines, which proves that every line that meets a 27-quad is contained in a 27-quad. Since we are assuming that there is at least one 27-quad, it follows that every line is in a 27-quad. If t + 1 = 13, then all local spaces Lx must contain three 5-Lines on a fixed Point, and 16 3-Lines, so that the total number of 15-quads equals Since each Point is on at least (t -10)/2 5-Lines, we have t ~< 14.
The Aschbacher Near Hexagon
If t + 1 = 15, then each Point is on precisely two 5-Lines and there are six 5-Lines. We see that all local spaces Lp are isomorphic to the linear space obtained by taking as Points the points of a GQ(2, 2), and as Lines the 15 lines and 6 ovoids of this generalized quadrangle. We find v =567, and the near hexagon has 6.567/27 = 126 big quads. Let A be the graph on the big quads, adjacent when they have nonempty intersection. Then A is locally the collinearity graph of GQ (4, the second pair are both orthogonal.) Since there ae exactly 567 orthonormal bases, these are all the points. Thus, we have identified our near hexagon with the geometry that has as points the orthonormal bases, and as lines the orthonormal sets of size 2 (with inclusion as incidence). This is example (iv). We have t + 1 ~ 14, since there is no suitable linear space on 14 points.
The Hall Near Hexagon
If t + 1 = 12, then the local spaces L~ are all isomorphic (to a uniquely determined space L with three 5-Lines, nine 3-Lines and nine 2-Lines). We find v = 405, and the near hexagon has 3.405/27 = 45 big quads. Let A be the graph on the big quads, adjacent when they have nonempty intersection. Then A has valency k = 2.27/3 = 18, and any two adjacent vertices of A have 2 = 3 common neighbours. Any two nonadjacent vertices have either 9 or 18 common neighbours. [Indeed, let Q and R be two disjoint big quads. Each of the 27 lines meeting both lies in either one or two big quads. But it is not difficult to see that the stabilizer GQ. R of Q and R in the Fischer group G acts transitively on these 27 lines, so that we always have the same case, and #(Q, R) = 27/3 or 2.27/3.] It follows that A is the 3-coclique extension of the collinearity graph of GQ(2, 2). There is (up to isomorphism) a unique way to turn A into a Fischer space, and it follows that we may identify the big quads with the isotropic points of weight 2 in a U6(2 ) geometry with standard form Z xi y2, such that the Fischer space structure is preserved. Each point of the near hexagon lies in three big quads, corresponding to pairwise orthogonal points in the U6 (2) Summarizing: in all cases the average of m 2 + 4m 3 + 16m 5 over all R on x is too small, except in the cases t = 6 and t = 9.
If t = 9, there are two possible types of local spaces: the first has two 5-Lines and four 3-Lines, the second has 2-Lines only. This forces adjacent vertices to have isomorphic local spaces, so by connectivity of F we always have the same type. Since we are assuming that a 15-quad occurs, this is the first type, but then the total number of 15-quads if 4v/15 = 4.27.11/15, not an integer. Thus t ~ 9.
If t = 6, there are three possible local spaces: the first has one 5-Line and one 3-Line, the second is the Fano plane and the third has 2-Lines only. As before we conclude by connectivity that all local spaces have the same type, and since we are assuming that there is a 27-quad, this is the first type. Now v = 27.5 = 135 and each point is in a unique 27-quad, so the big quads form a Fischer space on 5 points with 3-lines only. No such Fischer space exists. This settles the case where a 15-quad occurs.
No 15-Quads
Now suppose that 27-quads do occur, but 15-quads do not. Then t + 1 = 9 and each point is on two 27-quads (and sixteen 9-quads). We have v = 243, and the 18 big quads fall into two families R and S of size 9, each partitioning X. Each quad from one family meets each quad from the other family in a line. (The corresponding Fischer space is the disjoint union of two affine planes of order 3.) Since each line is contained in a big quad, and the maps Cs, r: S ~ T (for disjoint big quads S, T) defined by ~DS, T(S ) "~ S are isomorph-isms (preserving membership in a big quad R from the other family), the near hexagon (X, L) is completely determined by one big quad from each of the two families, together with the spreads induced in each by intersecting it with the members of the other family.
But a spread in GQ(2, 4) which is an affine plane of order 3 when regarded as a Fischer subspace dualizes to an ovoid in GQ(4,2) on which the hyperbolic lines induce the structure of AG (2, 3) . In the representation as isotropic points and totally isotropic lines of U(4, 22) such ovoids are the sections with nontangent planes, and all are equivalent under U(4, 2). Thus, we have a unique choice for the spread in GQ (2, 4) , and hence the near hexagon is uniquely determined. This is example (vi).
No Bi 9 Quads
In order to complete the classification we have to treat the case where all quads have size 9 or 15, and there is a 15-quad Q and a point x such that d(x, Q) = 2.
The t + 1 lines on x are contained in the 5 quads (x, y) with y ~ Q n F2(x), and each of these quads contains either two or three lines on x, so 10~t+ 1~<15, and x is in t -9 15-quads (and in 14 -t 9-quads) meeting Q.
If t + 1 = 15, then we see in Lr that any Line disjoint from a 3-Line is itself a 3-Line, and it quickly follows that all Lines are 3-Lines. But then all quads on y, and, by connectivity, on any point, are 15-quads, contrary to assumption. Thus t + 1 ~ 15.
Next, let us show that there are constants a and b such that each point is contained in a 15-quads, and in b 9-point quads. Indeed, let the point p be in a resp. b quads of each type. Counting points around p we find v = 1 + 2(t + 1) + (8a + 4b) + IF3(P)I.
Counting pairs of Points in the local space Lp we find 3a + b=½t(t + 1).
Counting lines meeting F3(p) we find ½lFa(p)l(t + 1) = 8a(t -2) + 4b(t -1) = (8a + 4b)(t + 1) -4t(t + 1), so that IF3(p)I = 8(2a + b -t). Combining these equations we find v = 4t 2 --2t + 3 + 4b, so that a and b can be expressed in terms of v and t and are independent of the choice of p.
The total numbers of 9-quads and 15-quads are now 1 1 N9 = ~ bv and N15 = ~a v .
In particular, these numbers are integers. Another divisibility condition is obtained by counting quads meeting Q in a single point. Indeed, let y and z be two noncollinear points of Q. The graph with as vertices the 15-quads meeting Q in y or z only, where Q' is adjacent to Q" if Q n Q' ¢ Q c~ Q" and IQ' n Q'I = 1, is bipartite and regular of valency C. If t = 9, then no two 15-quads meet in a single point, i.e. in each Lp, no two 3-Lines are disjoint. But any collection of triples pairwise intersecting in one point either has a c o m m o n point, or is a subcollection of the set of lines of a F a n o plane. Thus, a <~ 7. N o w suppose a = 7. Each local space Lp is a Fano plane together with three Points that are only on 2-Lines. Thus: each point p is on seven lines L that each are in three 15-quads and three 9-quads, and on three lines L that each are on nine 9-quads. We have (in the notation of B above): 
